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About Us.

TARPAVE Limited are a road surfacing company that started up in

2002 and has been established now for over 18 years.  Our

managing director has over 40 years of experience in the industry.

With his knowledge hard work and expertise, he has built up a

successful business with a strong foundation. As we have grown

through the years, we have built up a reputable name and a strong

relationship with new and older clientele. The majority of our work

is generated through the construction and civils sector, but we also

cater for private clients as well. Repeat business is important in our

industry for growth and stability, as we are equipped to carry out

any project large or small, private or commercial. you can rely on

our expertise to get the job done. We cover a large geographical

part of Scotland, East, West and North. Road repairs, carriageways,

retail parks, etc. We do it all with professionalism, and attention to

detail, something we take great pride in. Our passion and

commitment to making efforts and strides to achieve and attract

future clientele are what drive us forward. As we understand the

importance of health and safety, and the part it plays daily, we like

to think we have all corners covered. We have the necessary

accreditations in place to show our level of competence. Setting

an example and forging good communication skills with clients,

can lead to a long-term relationship, which can be beneficial for all

parties involved.

           Bitmac Information.

Tarmacadam, "Bituminous Macadam", which it is correctly referred to,
Bitmac as we in the industry call it' has a considerable amount of
bitumen content, which gives of a shinier, more appealing look; it is also
very durable and can last for several years if maintained correctly.
Bitmac can be utilised in many ways, e.g. footpaths, car parks, private
roads, and driveways. There are two methods of laying Bitmac, 1. a
paving machine which leaves the more superior �nish. 2. Although this
procedure is carried out on a larger scale. Smaller projects such as
driveways and more con�ned areas are much more appropriate for
hand laying, which can be enhanced with a skilled workforce. A machine
laying Bitmac on a smaller scale would not be practical, as this wouldn't
be justi�ed to bring out more extensive and heavier machinery, to carry
out such a small area. This impracticality would be too cost-e�ective.

Asphalt Information.

SMA: "Stone Mastic Asphalt" HRA: "Hot Rolled Asphalt" Is a

mixture of bitumen and minerals. Both materials are more likely to

be used in heavier trafficked areas, e.g. public roads and main

highways. Some places can also see heavy traffic, such as truck

stops and industrial parks. These materials can be machine laid

with either a 20mm pre-coated chip or a 6 - 10mm white chip.

Most footpaths carry out similar specifications, depending on the

client's request. HRA on high-speed roads is increasingly being

replaced with SMA, a denser, more rigid and more durable

asphaltic material reinforced with fibres and has been shown to

produce less traffic noise. Much to the delight of the Highways

Agency (HA). As with HRA, it must be machine-laid.

Overlaying Of Existing

Material.

A wearing course can be laid over an existing bitmac

or concrete surface; this is known as an "overlay". The

new surface must be bonded to the existing one by

using a bituminous adhesive emulsion. We in the

business call it by another name, "tack coat."

The diagram above shows an example of different

levels of aggregate that go into the makeup of a new

road. The number of layers can vary depending on t

the specification. 

The diagram above shows an example of an overlay; you

have the base course at the bottom of the surface crushed

with stone aggregate, and then you have the previous

wearing course; this is the part that bonds to the new layer

to create the overall finish.

This Is A List Of Some Of Our Clients.

Quality And Excellence Are Not Something That Is Achieved Overnight.

This factory car park in Livingston West

Lothian, as seen above, had the top layer of the

old surface removed using a planing machine,

as seen on the far right of the page as an

example. This machine uses a large rotating

drum to remove and grind the road surface. The

drum consists of scrolls of tool holders. The

scrolls are positioned around the drum such that

the road is moved toward the centre and can be

loaded onto the machine's conveyor belt, with

the old existing asphalt or Bitmac removed from

the existing surface. Once removed, it will then

be brushed clean with a road sweeper, for

example, on the right. Now the surface is ready

for spraying the bituminous adhesive emulsion

onto the existing surface. Once this bonding

process is complete, the next phase is to lay the

asphalt.

This was phase one of our recent projects at the Renaissance golf club. This road was machine laid with

a 10mm open textured Bitmac. Phase 2 of surfacing works will start around August September time after

the Genesis Scottish Open Which Starts In July.  Renaissance Has Held The Scottish Open

Championship Four Times, And Will Continue to Host it Till 2025. If you want to see a larger scale of

these pictures, go to our website. www.tarpaveltd.co.uk

This is another surfacing project that was carried out by

TARPAVE. This job was machine laid on a nightshift with a

paver. The dock at Clydebank is one of many ports around

the UK that is owned by the Peel Port Group. They are the

second-largest port group in the UK, which handle over 70

million tonnes of cargo from across the globe.  

People who viewed Our Business Profile

592 . 47% 86 . 7% 536 . 42%  59 .5% 

1273 People Viewed Our Business Profile On

Google, June 2022.

47%     Google Search Mobile

42%     Search Desktop

7%       Google Maps Search

5%        Search Google Maps & Desktop

SUSTAINABILITY. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.

Asphalt is not only used for its adhesive and waterproofing

properties, but it is also often used to protect the environment from

hazardous materials. Landfill sites need to stop leachate (water

containing soluble hazardous materials) from contaminating

groundwater. Asphalt concrete is an excellent waterproofing material

and well established in hydraulic engineering for many decades.

Because of its unique properties asphalt concrete is routinely used

for lining landfill sites.

ASPHALT IS 100% REUSABLE.  

Asphalt could be 100% used as aggregate for road construction and

backfilling, but it is a precious construction material that can be better

used for real recycling which means to re-use it in new asphalt mixes

at the highest level. Currently, in some European Union Member

States, the re-use rate for asphalt is up to 95%1) with further potential

compared to other construction materials like wood (31% re-use in

timber products) or concrete (potential of recycling between 40-

50%)2)

RECYCLED ASPHALT PAVEMENT.

(RAP) is a particularly valuable material to the asphalt production industry, and

its value will continue to increase as the cost of virgin aggregate and bitumen

rises. The growing trend for recycling aggregate materials such as RAP has

the potential to offer huge environmental benefits as both aggregate and

bitumen are limited resources, whereas planings are available as a by-product

of road improvements. Moreover, using the roads as a quarry reduces both

carbon emissions and transport movements.
WHERE WE STAND.

TARPAVE offers clients an alternative option to Asphalt and

Bitmac, a cheaper option in the form of road plainings as a

quarried alternative. As an environmentally-friendly option,

road planings deliver a host of benefits including less

groundwork preparation, as well as the advantage of being

permeable. They also require less maintenance than a

quarried aggregate, which underlines their other quality

of being more cost-effective. The process is pretty

straightforward, it compiles of three steps:

1. Levelling off the existing area  

2. Laying the planings

3. Roll the area with a vibratory roller to compact

4. Back roll area several times till smoothed off.

FOLLOW THE RULES.

As long-time members of SEPA, we understand it is our duty to

maintain a safe healthy and sustainable environment. Unused

aggregate will be sent to the nearest landfill to be recycled. If for

some reason one of our drivers were caught fly-tipping? or

caught committing any form of environmental crime, they would

be immediately reprimanded.

OUR STANCE ON CO2 EMISSIONS. 

Through extensive research, we have found out vans account for 17% of road

transport emissions. HGVs account for 18% This is something we have taken

on board when purchasing a new vehicle. We are finding out new ways each

day how to cut down on our carbon footprint. Use of heavy plant and

transport: Since 2020 the consistent Group-wide use of real-time telematics

data has been helping to further reduce construction machine carbon

emissions by as much as 30%. this is something TARPAVE has looked into

extensively. Monitoring machinery and plant. This can be a daunting task at

times, construction sites especially. Noise levels on-site can carry a

considerable amount of high-frequency levels, due to, multiple contractors on

site. We like to remind our drivers and operatives of noise levels, and inform

them to turn off vehicles' ignitions and plant when idle. t We will carry on

diligently doing our bit for the environment, reducing as much co2 gasses into

the air, aiming for a better cleaner pollution-free environment.
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